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MS. ERBE:  This week on To the Contrary, more claims of sex abuse rock the 

Catholic Church during Holy Week.  Is the Pope involved in a cover up?  Behind the 

headlines, finding cures for rare pediatric diseases, one family shares a story of hope for 

others.    

 

(Musical break.) 

 

MS. ERBE:  Hello, I’m Bonnie Erbe. Welcome to To the Contrary, a discussion 

of news and social trends from diverse perspectives.  Up first, sex abuse in the Catholic 

Church.  A dark cloud hovered over the Vatican this Holy Week, as more claims of 

clergy sex abuse emerge.  This time, the Pope is alleged to have ignored or covered up 

priest pedophilia in the U.S. and his native Germany.  When he was a cardinal, Pope 

Benedict XVI pardoned Wisconsin Priest Lawrence Murphy.  Father Murphy, now 

deceased, stands accused of molesting more than 200 deaf boys.  Pope Benedict is also 

under scrutiny for approving the transfer of an accused pedophile priest in Germany.  The 

priest went on to molest more children and was later convicted of sexual abuse in court.  

Many abuse victims are calling for the pope to step down, but Catholic law states only 

God can remove the pope from his position.   

 

The spotlight now shines on priest pederasty or abuse of boys, but dozens of 

media reports during the last decade have recorded claims of rape and sexual 

molestations by priests against girls and claims that nuns have molested and abused girls 

too.   

 

Melinda Henneberger, the Vatican embarked on what it was calling a PR blitz, 

this week, Holy Week, to try to get people to go to church on Sunday.  Is it working?   

 

MS. HENNEBERGER:  Well, people will go to church on Sunday, but not 

because of any perceived PR blitz or because of anything that came out of the Vatican 

this week.  When the pope said that – referred to this scandal as petty gossip, that’s a 

problem that they’re going to be dealing with for years to come.   

 

DEL. NORTON:  Bonnie – (inaudible) – pennants in this case must be at home, 

but even solely decisive action can restore confidence in the church worldwide.   

 

MS. DOMINGUEZ:  I think people will continue to attend church, regardless of 

what happens with that particular institution.  It’s the significance of the weekend that I 

and millions of others will be attending church.   

 

MS. CONNIFF:  I think the church is clearly focused on the exact wrong thing, 

which is to try to protect itself instead of protecting the children who are the victims of 

this scandal.   

 



MS. ERBE:  Watching this unfold, it’s almost as if we’re an in era now where you 

can’t hide secrets anymore.  There’s too much media scrutiny.  It’s immediate.  It’s 

around the world.  And it seems to me as if this is an institution that thinks it’s still 

operating in the Middle Ages somehow.   

 

MS. HENNEBERGER:  Well, in the culture in which it exists in Italy, it is still 

operating in the Middle Ages in a lot of ways and it has its own government as we know.  

But it isn’t that nothing has changed.  They now, in the United States, have a one strike 

and you’re out rule.  These cases do go back decades, not to in any way minimize the 

horror of the situation.   

 

MS. CONNIFF:  And a German priest who is abusing children for tens of years 

undetected, only last month – 

 

MS. HENNEBERGER:  It’s completely horrible, but at least in this country, they 

do now have a one strike you’re out rule after all these years.   

 

DEL. NORTON:  How can you – after what happened in this country, I don’t 

know how you can say, at least in this country.  This is a worldwide church.  Once it 

breaks out, what happened in this country breaks out in this country as horrific as it was, 

that should have been enough to spur action worldwide by the church.  I am astounded 

that it did not.  The fact is that this pope did take some actions during that very term.  

Why didn’t he take the worldwide action in Ireland, in Germany, and in churches 

throughout Europe?   

 

MS. HENNEBERGER:  I think people don’t understand how the church works.  

It’s not that Rome is the HQ of a vast corporation.  Actually the countries and the 

dioceses themselves have a lot of latitude and it really is up – people have more local 

control on the church than I think is – 

 

MS. CONNIFF:  But at least in Milwaukee, it was so clear that the archbishop 

tried so hard to get the pope, then Cardinal Ratzinger, to do something about Father 

Murphy, the one who abused the 200 deaf boys.  And the pope declined.  And he got a 

letter specifically from Father Murphy saying, “I’m old now.  I’m sick.”  And the 

Vatican’s position was, “we passed the statute of limitations,” whatever that means for a 

sex predator.   

 

MS. HENNEBERGER:  No, what actually happen – and I cannot believe – I do 

not ever want to be in the position of defending these people on any of this, but the fact – 

if you’re referring to Weakland, who himself, of course, was disgraced by paying off a 

former male lover, and that doesn’t undercut the charge, but the fact is the reason they 

didn’t go through with the trial was that the man was dying and died two months later.  It 

wasn’t because they weren’t willing to have the trial.   

 

MS. CONNIFF:  But all those deaf children and their parents wanted justice and 

instead it was buried.   



 

MS. ERBE:  All right.  Let me – I have a huge question for you.  It’s going to 

come as a gut punch maybe, but I – what keeps people believing – when I see something 

like this unfold, where it’s so clearly an institution made by and for the people who lead 

it, who are so fallible, what keeps you going to church?   

 

MS. CONNIFF:  I think that if you put your faith in any institution, be it the 

government, be it the church, you’re going to be disappointed because nobody’s perfect.  

And I think our home families examples, we get this – 

 

MS. ERBE:  Yes, but the pope – and I don’t mean just the Catholic Church, any 

major organized religious institution, to me, and most of the followers are women.  

Women are much more faithful to their religions than men.  And women also get so 

much more abused by these – they don’t get to be leaders.  They have to serve for free 

and get nothing out of it financially certainly.  What keeps them going?   

 

MS. DOMINGUEZ:  I think what keeps people going, frankly, is a very simple 

message, frankly, it’s people’s faith, people’s beliefs.  They believe in a certain message 

as presented in the bible.  So if you’re a bible follower, you’re going to be accepting the 

sort of – the damages that – 

 

(Cross talk.)  

 

MS. HENNEBERGER:  You absolutely don’t go because you have faith in these 

human fallible, extremely fallible people.   

 

MS. ERBE:  And it doesn’t occur to you that even going back to Jesus Christ it 

was this – it was the same kind of – 

 

MS. HENNEBERGER:  Jesus Christ said, “let there be no man or woman, gentile 

or Jew, slave or free, meaning we’re all the same and there should be no distinctions 

made between us.  There’s an argument to be made that Jesus was the first – 

 

(Cross talk.)     

 

MS. ERBE:  – okay, but it never occurs to anybody of faith that the same people 

running the church today are very similar to the guys who created it?   

 

DEL. NORTON:  I agree with you.  People go and they look passed, even the 

pope.  

 

MS. HENNEBERGER:  Exactly.   

 

DEL. NORTON:  There’s a conundrum here and that is that the pope is – and I 

very much disagree with you that this church is so decentralized and everybody gets to – 



this church all related up to one man.  And he is infallible.  And he is infallible.  And he 

is – 

 

(Cross talk.)   

 

MS. ERBE:  – one at a time.   

 

DEL. NORTON:  – wait a minute.  He is infallible and the nation state point is the 

point.  He has behaved like a nation state rather than like what we’d expect a pope to 

behave.  And I think he deserves criticism and that the pope ultimately has to respond to 

criticism even if he is infallible.   

 

MS. HENNEBERGER:  He is not – the church does not hold that he is infallible, 

except in teaching of the faith.  So it’s not – 

 

DEL. NORTON:  So this was the part of teaching of the faith, defend the 

children.  Let the little children come up to me and do not molest them.   

 

MS. HENNEBERGER:  – it isn’t.  And the irony of this whole situation, this 

whole sad situation is that when here is the doctrinal watchdog for 24 years for the last 

pope, the good pope we call him – he was the guy who said, “we have to start taking 

these cases to trial.”  So in comparison to the popes who came before him, he actually, 

you could argue, did more.   

 

MS. ERBE:  Last word, Cari Dominguez.   

 

MS. DOMINGUEZ:  I really think it’s a cultural thing and I think we need to start 

focusing on what we’re going to do from here on forward – the transparency, the training, 

and the zero tolerance.  We have got to deal with that.   

 

MS. CONNIFF:  And women – 

 

(Cross talk.)   

 

MS. CONNIFF:  – and the celibacy and the control from above.   

 

MS. DOMINGUEZ:  At the end of the day, Jesus said, “he who is without sin, let 

him cast the first stone.”  So I think anything – 

 

MS. CONNIFF:  Well, when you get the sexual predation, now I think a lot of us 

can fairly criticize – 

 

DEL. NORTON:  And cast a lot of stones.   

 



MS. CONNIFF:  – abusing hundreds of children in the confessional is not just 

having – it’s not a matter of sin.  In fact, it’s a crime.  And it should be treated as a 

serious crime and not as a matter of sin that they can cover up and move people around.   

 

MS. ERBE:  All right.  And I have to wrap things up.  Sorry, but we have to get 

on to the next topic.  Melinda Henneberger, thank you for this topic.   

 

Behind the headlines, treating rare pediatric diseases.  Although there are nearly 

25 million American children and adults with rare diseases, the path to diagnosis and 

treatment can be lonely and full of twists and turns.  Just ask Joe and Retta Beery whose 

twins began suffering from a mysterious illness shortly after birth.  In the third and final 

segment of our three-part series on DNA sequencing and rare pediatric disease, the Beery 

family shares a story of heartbreak and hope.   

 

(Begin video segment.)   

 

MS. ERBE:  Today, twins Alexis and Noah Beery are typical, energetic, and 

athletic 13 year olds, but their lives haven’t always been this way.  The eight graders 

recall a day when even the most basic activity was a struggle.   

 

MR. NOAH BEERY:  Before we would wobble.  Before we wouldn’t be able to 

talk normally.  We would just – we can do anything.  We can learn.  

 

MS. ALEXIS BEERY:  I’d see other kids, doing all this stuff, doing sports and 

climbing and sliding down slides.  That was pretty much my biggest dream.   

 

MS. ERBE:  Shortly after birth, twins Alexis and Noah cried incessantly.  Doctors 

called it colic.  But Retta Beery sensed something else was off.   

 

MS. RETTA BEERY:  When they were nine months old, we knew that something 

was wrong with their development.  They were so floppy when they were nine months 

old.  When you would hold them, they would actually flop back.  They had absolutely no 

muscle tone whatsoever.   

 

MS. ERBE:  In the months and years that followed, Alexis and Noah’s 

deteriorated.  The Beery family went from one medical specialist to another.  But none 

could offer a definitive diagnosis for their twins.   

 

MS. ALEXIS BEERY:  Not knowing what’s going, having doctors grab us and 

putting needles inside of us.  When we were younger, we had no clue what was going on.   

 

MS. BEERY:  I just remember feeling overwhelmed that our babies were going 

through so many things.  It was really disheartening.   

 

MS. ERBE:  Eventually, the twins were diagnosed as having cerebral palsy.   

 



MS. BEERY:  We actually had something now that we could grab hold of and 

then move forward with.  And we knew that cerebral palsy was not a progressive 

disorder.  So what you have is what you have.  It doesn’t get worse.   

 

MS. ERBE:  But things did get worse.   

 

MR. JOE BEERY:  There would be that one or the other of them throwing up or 

Alexis in particular would be higher functioning in the morning, but then she would be 

falling down.  She would be hurting herself.   

 

MS. BEERY:  Literally, by 10:30, 11 o’clock in the morning, she could no longer 

walk.  She could not longer sit up.  And this at age five and a half.  She could no longer 

swallow food.  She had lost 20 percent of her body weight.   

 

MS. ERBE:  Retta kept researching her children’s symptoms and possible 

treatments.  She found and article that changed everything.   

 

MS. BEERY:  I came across an article that was titled “Dust Diagnosis: Segawa’s 

Dystonia Mimics Cerebral Palsy.”  And as I read through this article, I read about this 

case study of this girl who had very similar symptoms as Alexis.  And the article was also 

centered around a neurologist out of the University of Michigan named Dr. John Fink.  

And as I read this article, I knew – everything in me knew that this was what Alexis had.  

I had no doubt.   

 

MS. ERBE:  Alexis was diagnosed with Segawa’s Dystonia, a rare neurological 

movement disorder, often mistaken for a cerebral palsy.  Alexis took the first dose of 

what the Beerys called the miracle drug Sinemet in April of 2002.   

 

MS. BEERY:  We gave her a quarter of this small pill that first night and it was 

the first night that she had slept in her life through the night.  So we didn’t know what 

that meant.  The next morning, we woke up.  She woke up.  Everything was good.  We 

gave her another quarter of a pill after speaking with Dr. Fink that morning.  And she 

walked out to our rental car on her own.  For the first time in her life she was able to get 

into a car on her own, pull the seat belt down for the first time in her life on her own.  

And this is at age five and a half.  So we knew.  Everything in us knew that we were 

witnessing a miracle.  That everything was changing.   

 

MS. ERBE:  Because Alexis and Noah’s symptoms differed slightly; doctors 

believed Noah’s cerebral palsy diagnosis was still accurate.  But the Beerys soon began 

to think otherwise.   

 

MS. BEERY:  We pushed to start him on the medication.  We had a clear reason 

to believe that the medication would actually stop this throwing up, which didn’t make 

any medical sense whatsoever.  And Dr. Fink finally agreed for a month trial period of 

the medication for Noah.  And it stopped this throwing up after almost six years of 

throwing up every day of his life.   



 

MS. ERBE:  Life changed immediately.   

 

MS. BEERY:  We could now do the normal things that other families oftentimes 

take for granted, like going out for dinner together as a family.  After four months on the 

medication, I got them into soccer.  Noah and Alexis were both on a basketball team 

early on, right after the started on the medication.  Alexis was in dance and gymnastics.  

They were able to do things that we never thought were possible.   

 

MS. ERBE:  The Beerys struggle isn’t as uncommon as one might think.  Nicole 

Boice, founder and president of the Children’s Rare Disease Network, hears stories 

similar to that of the Beery family daily.   

 

MS. NICOLE BOICE:  I get calls and letters every single day from different 

parents.  And there are some common themes or common things that all these families 

share.  So A, they feel isolated and alone.  B, they’ve either had trouble finding a 

diagnosis, or they’ve had trouble finding the right caregivers, the necessary information 

that they need.   

 

MS. ERBE:  Boice founded the Children’s Rare Disease Network after watching 

a close friend’s struggle after the birth of a child.   

 

MS. BOICE:  The whole entire process, the lack of diagnosis, the stress – it was 

their first child – emotionally, physically, financially, socially, just the whole process 

seemed broken.  I just felt like there’s got to be something that I can help with.   

 

MS. ERBE:  But Boice believes the advent of low cost DNA sequencing will help 

parents surmount hurdles between discovery of disease and diagnosis.   

 

MS. BOICE:  What DNA sequencing brings to these families is the potential of 

uncovering what the child has much more quickly.  What it provides to this community is 

unprecedented.  And it’s what we’ve been waiting for.   

 

MR. BEERY:  We spent five and a half years searching for what in essence is a 

relatively simple problem to solve.  And it’s in those five and a half years is apparent that 

there would have been nothing you wouldn’t have given to make them more comfortable, 

to get them to where they are today.  And I think in sequencing, having had the ability to 

identify this problem early on, right after birth, would have been phenomenal.   

 

MS. ERBE:  Today, Alexis and Noah are healthy and function normally with the 

help of Sinemet, which they take three times a day.   

 

MR. NOAH BEERY:  (Inaudible) – it’s just a regular thing we do.   

 

MS. ALEXIS BEERY:  Now, we’re at a part in our life, where we’re just – we’re 

normal kids now.   



 

(End video segment.)   

 

MS. ERBE:  Dr. Onyewu, welcome to the panel.  Rare pediatric diseases are not 

rare at all affecting 25 million children and adults.  Stories like the Beerys, how is genetic 

sequencing changing this?   

 

MS. ONYEWU:  Well, genetic sequencing is changing the future of medicine 

because the basic unit of variation is at the DNA sequence.  And that is what’s 

determining each individual patient’s experience of a disease.  And for us to be able to 

decode that, the promise for it is phenomenal.   

 

MS. ERBE:  Have you had patients who’ve found cures through genetic mapping 

and sequencing?   

 

MS. ONYEWU:  In the research laboratory where I work, we are studying rare 

diseases and we also have an expert in muscular dystrophy.  And they’re trying to design 

drugs to treat specifically, according to the type of muscular dystrophy that a patient has 

or – (inaudible).   

 

MS. ERBE:  If there were more federal funding for the research, would it become 

cheaper, quicker?  Would it be more available to more people?   

 

MS. ONYEWU:  Well, the costs are plummeting as far as genetic sequencing 

goes.  I think there is a lot of effort from the National Institute of Health to really bring 

this to the forefront for rare diseases as a whole.  But definitely because you’re 

comparing a disease that doesn’t occur as often to some of the more common diseases 

that are afflicting millions of people, there needs to be a balance in determining how to 

apply appropriate funding.   

 

DEL. NORTON:  I’m struck by this chasm between the complexity of sequencing 

and the simple remedy here.  It looks as if if you’re able to decode the disease that it may 

be fairly easy to come up with a drug or some kind of remedy.  And that is what I think 

would encourage courage to get involved.   

 

MS. DOMINGUEZ:  But I think our nation moves on the basis on the basis of 

what I call the three As – advocacy, activism, and agitation.  And I think the problem 

here is that because you’ve got 25 million people with different types of rare diseases, 

you don’t have sufficient groups, sufficient masses to really get out there.  I recently read 

an article about people who die from aneurisms.  They have little advocacy because you 

don’t survive most of the time an aneurism.  So you don’t have people out there 

advocating.  And I think that’s part of the problem.  I think somehow we’ve got to rally 

support across these in order to get the funding that Eleanor’s talking about.   

 

MS. CONNIFF:  And then at the same time, you have pharmaceutical companies 

who would like to patent their human genes and make a profit and selling these 



medications.  And I think this is a perfect example of how this is a public good that needs 

to stay in the public arena and that’s what publicly financed research that we solve this 

problem and we make it available to people even if they aren’t a large group.  And it’s 

not profitable.   

 

MS. ERBE:  How long will it be before the way – as you said, the costs are 

dropping, which is unlike anything else in American society or culture – how long will it 

be before the average person could get his or her genes mapped and possibly take drugs 

that will prevent the onset of later diseases or finding out things they didn’t even know 

were wrong with them?   

 

MS. ONYEWU:  Well, whole genome sequencing is not far off.  The issue really 

is us catching up to the technology with regards to clinical guidelines for a practice, 

policies being put in place, those sort of things that will ensure that the utility is really 

maximized and that there’s public education, community, population level education 

around this topic.   

 

MS. ERBE:  And tell me about what kind of patients do you see and what kind of 

issues do they come up with and how has the genetic mapping helped you treat them.   

 

MS. ONYEWU:  Well, in particular, the research that I do is actually looking at 

healthy individuals or supposedly healthy individuals.  So we’re trying to identify genetic 

risk factors associated with disease in healthy individuals so that we can actually design 

preventative interventions early on, so that they’re not 40 years old and suffering from 

something that could have been identified when they were 20.   

 

MS. ERBE:  Are they privacy dangers in that?   

 

MS. ONYEWU:  Well, there’re certainly laws already in place to help protect 

privacy of patients as well as research subjects.  So I think we’re in the right direction.  

We’re not fully there.  GINA, the Genetic Information Nondiscrimination Act, was 

passed in 2008.  And that’s getting steps towards allowing that issue of public privacy to 

be addressed.  And so they’re not to be problems – additional problems.   

 

MS. ERBE:  Well, I raised this because I’m a candidate for the breast cancer 

BRCA gene and I don’t want to get – I haven’t had breast cancer yet, but I don’t want to 

get screened because what if my insurance company gets hold of it?  What if I am 

positive for that gene and what if my insurance company gets hold of it?   

 

DEL. NORTON:  New health care reform bill.  (Laughter.)   

 

MS. ERBE:  But I mean is it going to protect against – can it protect the – 

 

DEL. NORTON:  Today it’s going to protect against it, but I think there’s another 

reason why people don’t want to get screened.  They don’t want to know and particularly 

if you can’t prevent it.  The important thing here was that the gene was discoverable and 



the remedy was available.  Now, the kind of breast cancer you’re talking about does not 

have a ready preventative, much less cure.   

 

MS. ERBE:  How far away are we from now?   

 

MS. ONYEWU:  Well, that’s where the promise is in developing those 

personalized interventions, those personalized medicines, design of medicines.  So that 

when we learn more about the variation at the genetic level, we can then apply them 

specifically to individuals accordingly.  There’s so much diversity in human population 

and that diversity is translated when you have a disease as well.   

 

MS. CONNIFF:  I’ve had that experience of going down the road of testing and 

pregnancy, where there’s sort of a logic that if the test is available, they give you the test.  

And you get to a point where you wonder, “well, what am I going to do with the 

information?”  And I think people have a hard time saying no to tests because they’re 

available and because doctors want to give them because they like to gather the 

information.  You really have to think about what are we going to do with it.   

 

MS. ERBE:  Then on that point, we will end and thank you so much for joining 

us.  That’s it for this edition of To the Contrary.  Next week, a look at the physical and 

emotional challenges for children with diabetes.  Please join us on the web for “To the 

Contrary Extra.”  And whether your views are in agreement or to the contrary, please join 

us next time. 

 

(END) 


